MARKETING AUTOMATION

SLAYING THE MYTHS
OF MARKETING
AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
TRANSITIONS
Is your business in need of a more powerful
marketing automation and CRM platform? If you’ve
been hesitant to make a switch due to the hassle
and challenges that come with a software migration,
we’ve got good news: With the right strategy and a
knowledgeable team, you’ll wonder why you didn’t
make the transition ages ago.
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Fight-or-Flight 1, Change 0
Let’s use the transition to a new marketing automation
software as an example of change.
If you’re reading this white paper, you’re likely a HubSpot
user who is considering making a switch in your marketing
automation platform. And while HubSpot has served you well,
perhaps now your business is in need of a platform with greater
ability to integrate with your CRM while delivering actionable
marketing data to your sales and marketing teams. You know
there are options out there that would be perfect for your
situation, but you’re hesitant to make the move.
Why? Because it’s such a perceived hassle to switch platforms.
Even though you see the benefits of moving, the thought of
tackling all the changes needed to get there releases those fightor-flight hormones. As a result, you decide it’s better to stay with
the familiar, the comfortable.
But if you can’t help casting longing glances at a more robust,
integrated solution such as Pardot by Salesforce—or if you can’t
stop yourself from dreaming about the high-quality leads you
could generate and land with an all-in-one platform like Pardot—
rest assured that the change process isn’t scary at all.
Right here, right now, let’s take that (saber-toothed) tiger by the
tail and slay the myths of the trouble-filled software transition
process. Since we’ve already mentioned them, we’ll use
HubSpot and Pardot as our example software.3,4

CHANGE: THE TIGER IN YOUR CAMP
Do you find change uncomfortable? Don’t feel alone if you do.
It’s not just you—it’s the entire human race.
That’s because our brains are wired to cause us mental and
physical discomfort when confronted with change. Basically,
doing things the way we’ve always done them is familiar,
comfortable and safe. However, when a change occurs our brain
interprets it as a possible threat—much as early humans would
have felt threatened by, say, a saber-toothed tiger that wandered
into camp—and releases fight-or-flight hormones in an attempt to
protect us from what could be a dangerous new situation.1,2
The changes you face in today’s world might not be as physically
perilous as a hungry tiger, but they can still make us just as
uncomfortable.

“Comfort and the fear of change are the
greatest enemies of success.”
Jeanette Coron

Myths of the Trouble-Filled
Transition
MYTH #1: “There’s No Reason To Switch. Hubspot
Does Everything We Need.”
Sure, HubSpot may have worked for your process—so far.
But as you grow and require more sophisticated lead generation,
or want to fully automate your marketing campaigns, you’ll need
a more integrated marketing automation platform like Pardot/
Salesforce to more closely bring together the goals of your sales
and marketing teams and enable them to filter out and focus on
the highest-quality leads.

Pardot and Salesforce will make it easier for your marketers
to seamlessly build and manage complex nurture marketing
programs, execute trackable social media campaigns, create and
deploy responsive and dynamic emails, get real-time insights
into campaign results and more.
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And when it comes to reporting and analytics, that’s where
more sophisticated software shines. As an example, Pardot’s
advanced, fully customizable analytics can help you generate
dashboards and reports to track and monitor lead engagement
and readiness to buy. In Pardot’s B2B Marketing Analytics, you
can create interactive dashboards that:
• Unify sales and marketing by linking marketing engagement
in Pardot with sales opportunities in Salesforce
• Provide multi-touch attribution, allowing you to evaluate the impact
of multiple touchpoints along a customer’s journey
• Create and deploy alerts based on your KPIs
• Give you a detailed breakdown of recipients’ engagement
with your content
• Allow you to track campaign performance and ROI
• Integrate with Google AdWords and Google Analytics
• Enable you to tie revenue back to events (e.g. webinars, live events)
• Let you see how customers interact with videos and social media

Don’t worry; overwhelmingly, the horror stories are just that—
stories. We can promise you the process won’t take anywhere
near as long as you think.
Especially if you have a guide like the Certified Pardot
Consultants who have helped thousands of businesses through
a software transition. With your consultant shepherding you
through the migration, you should be comfortably settled into
your new software in roughly four to eight weeks. That’s the time
to pull the switch on everything: marketing, CRM and website.
Could you do it yourself and save the cost of a consultant to
guide you through the migration? Absolutely—if you’re patient,
learn at lightspeed and have the time. But how many other parts
of the business will have to move to second-string status during
the implementation period?

“If you do not change your direction, you may
end up where you are going.”

Contracting with a consultant is actually one of the better
investments you’ll ever make, since not only are they experts
in the software, they’ve been through the migration process
hundreds of times and can anticipate just about any glitch or
question that might come up.

Lao Tzu

Which leads us to our next migration myth…

Depending on the stage of your business, it may be time to
give the more powerful options a second look. Especially if your
current CRM software requires you to add more options—each
with a separate price—to get the same results.

MYTH #2: “It’ll Take Forever To Migrate Our Data.”
One of the most persistent myths about changing software
is the time involved in migrating your data from one software
platform to another. The horror stories abound: “They said it
would take days, and then they changed that to weeks, and then
it became months, and it’s still not done five years later!”

MYTH #3: “The migration will mess up our data.”
According to Salesforce, data migration can represent
as much as 60% of the labor on a software transition project.5
There are four main reasons for this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The legacy system’s data might be a mess to start with
The data isn’t formatted properly for the new database
The data needs to be mapped in your new system
Even once the legacy system’s data is cleaned, formatted and
mapped, it still needs to be imported into the new system
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Once again, this is where working with a Certified Pardot
Consultant or other advisor will pay off. Since your legacy
system would be HubSpot’s free CRM, much of your information
is already built in a compatible CRM format.
Work closely with your consultant and your staff to be sure the
data is clean, and make sure the consultant has a list of the data
you’ll want to migrate into the new system, so they know what
you require before they begin configuration. If you do that your
chances of a neat and tidy migration—and a fast startup on the
new system—will increase exponentially.6

MYTH #4: “Our website is already built in HubSpot.
We’ll have to start a new site from scratch.”
While it’s true that you can’t directly export your entire
HubSpot content from the HubSpot platform, you might be
surprised at how easy it is to get a virtually identical site up and
running in a reasonable time frame.
That’s because today’s CMS platforms—such as WordPress,
which we’ll use as our example—are easier to manage than ever
before. They’re also more powerful, thanks to the extensive
WordPress development network that provides an incredible
assortment of templates and plug-ins that let you match any
functionality you enjoyed with your HubSpot site. You can export
your images and blog posts from HubSpot, and a good web
development team can easily mirror the old site with matching
fonts, graphics and functionality.
If you choose to take on the transition to a new site yourself,
there are plenty of resources available online to help you along.
For instance, the sheer size of the WordPress community
means many of your questions can be answered with a quick
Google or two.
“Do one thing every day that scares you.”
Eleanor Roosevelt

However, if building websites isn’t your strong suit and you
don’t have an on-staff developer, it can be worthwhile to hire
an outside web development team to serve as your
implementation partner.
Have you thought about making changes to your website
design? An experienced web development team will help you
with a redesign. Are you perfectly happy with the look of your
site, but would like to change a few functions? Your team will
work with you to be sure you know all your options.
What if you don’t want to change a single thing except the
platform you use to manage your content? A good web
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MYTH #5: “We’ll have to rebuild our CRM from
scratch.”
The key to a CRM data transfer is strategy, strategy,
strategy—and a judicious helping of pre-work.
Taking the time to work with your consultant or developer
before the actual transition will go a long way toward ensuring a
smoother migration. Also, it’s a good idea to take a lesson from
Myth #3 and prepare for your data migration well in advance, by:
•
•
•

Ensuring your data is clean and properly formatted
Determining ahead of time which reports you want to add
to your toolbox
Talking with your consultant well in advance of the actual
configuration to be sure which fields you want included,
so he or she can take a look at your legacy data and note
any possible issues before the switch is flipped on the
migration.

Remember, your consultant has been through dozens, if not
hundreds, of software migrations. As a result, she or he has
a wealth of experience and knowledge that can help avoid
complications throughout your data migration process. When
you bring a consultant in early enough in the process to
take advantage of his or her expertise, your employees, your
customers—and your sanity—will appreciate the foresight.

“Your life does not get better by chance, it
gets better by change.”
Jim Rohn

development team will ensure that the website functionality
reflects exactly what you had in HubSpot. As an example, if you
have 30 different spots where a prospect can fill out a form, an
experienced team will test links and performance to be sure the
forms in those 30 spots do what they’re supposed to do and go
where they’re supposed to go.
Your website implementation team will also give you a period of
time after the new website goes live to catch any hiccups. For
instance, Spry Ideas offers a 30-day evaluation period to work
out any issues that might arise.
Even once the 30-day evaluation period expires, if you’d like
to be sure you’re covered for future issues you can extend
your contract or even buy a block of hours you can use on an
as-needed basis. Just think of all the things you could do to
advance your business with the time you’d save not having to
worry about website changes or issues!

The Key to Change is You
As you can see, like so much else in life an important key
to change is good planning whether it’s being ready for stray
invading tigers or making the transition to new software.
When you know…
•

What you want to accomplish;

•

Why you want to accomplish it;

•

Who can help you accomplish it; and

•

How to accomplish it;

…change is surprisingly less intimidating.
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Considering a Move to Pardot?

Sources:

If you think moving from HubSpot to Pardot
is a change you’re ready to tackle, we invite you
to give us a call. As a Salesforce partner, our Spry
Ideas Certified Pardot Consultants can work with you
throughout the entire process from beginning to end,
from CRM to website—whether you want to do the
work yourself with our guidance, or you’d prefer to
remain hands-off and let us handle it all for you.
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For more information, call Jeremy Sterling at
734-546-5434 or drop him a line at
jsterling@sprypub.com
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